Abstract. A simple procedure is given for reducing broad classes of multiple series to single series. Examples are given for double series.
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where q = e~ "K'/K. If we now let K'/K = {2u/ir), we find on multiplication of (4(a))
by (4(b)) that A CQs(2t77 + 2t7 + 1)X -ys (2t7 +1) CQs(2t7 + l)x m.^-oe cosh(2777 + I)" cosh 2t7« ~i
where the addition theorem and evenness for the cosine have been used to simplify the left-hand side.
Next, we multiply both sides of (5) by some summable function /(x), with cosine transform F(y), and integrate over x between the limits 0 and °°. Thus, we have y Fj\2m + 277 + 1|) = y (2n + 1)F(2ti + 1) m.h1-» cosh(2777 + l)w cosh 2«« £í sinh(27i + 1)"
This remarkable result is valid for any summable function Fix). For example, consider FAx) = 1 for (2ft + §) > \x\, 0 otherwise. Denoting the sum on the left-hand side of (6) by Sk, we find that it can be written On the other hand, the sum on the right-hand side of (6) is finite and we have 
